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Future analysis

1. Trendwatching

2. Expert interviews

3. Netnography

4. Workshops project group

Preliminary report English: https://nordicfoodintourism.is



The aim of the project is to understand

the perception of Nordic food,

highlight the importance of local food

in sustainable tourism and gain insight

on how climate change and trends can

shape our future of food in tourism

Nordic Food in Tourism
The aim of the project



Raise awareness on future challenges

and opportunities related to food in

tourism and provide strategic

guidelines that support future actions

and policymaking.
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Objective of the project



Visiting the Nordics should be about

experiencing a place where people and

the planet prosper in sustainable

harmony and economic growth…

Vision
Vision of the project



… A place where eating and travelling

is in balance with local culture and

nature and seen as a desirable

lifestyle, a Nordic lifestyle

Vision
Vision of the project



Nordic Food Helps capture the idea of a shared Nordic identity that

benefits from a positive perception of the Nordic region.



Nordic food is often

synonomous with wellness &

comfort moments and the

cuisine is associated with high

quality ingredients that come

from an unpolluted

environment.

In the mind of the global consumer…



Desire for a Nordic experience, a Nordic
lifestyle…



Food in tourism – trends  & opportunities

Narratives

Recipies

Food pairing

Try concept stretching

Add a litle extra delight

Emerging diet trends



Be prepared for changing motivational factors

What to eat Where to travel How to travel

Businesses in both the food and tourism sector need to look at this as an

opportunity to educate, inspire and guide their customers towards a

sustainable lifestyle, the Nordic lifestyle



Local food

Local food production is important because of food security, it stabilizes rural

societies, it enriches our culture and plays a role in sustainable development and is

therefore interwoven with sustainable tourism.



Shaping the future of food

Sustainable food systems

Urbanization

The role of farmers

New possibilities

Food -tech

Climate migrants



Strategies - outcomes

1. Investments & lobbying

2. Tools & knowledge for innovation and product development

3. Understanding residents and visitor‘s needs and expectations

4. Education and training programs for schools and businesses

5. Communications toolkit

6. Visibility of local food and distribution
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